CHOOSE
CARBON NEGATIVE FLOORING

378 colours carbon negative
DO MORE. WITH LESS.

Our carbon negative product offer is expanding by adding CQuest™BioX backing to even more products.

378 CARBON NEGATIVE COLOURS

38 CARBON NEGATIVE PRODUCTS
CQUEST™ BIOX.
MOVE AWAY FROM THE STATUS QUO.

All our carbon negative products come with CQuest™BioX backing as a standard option.

The carbon negative materials in the CQuest™BioX backing, in combination with specialty yarns and tufting processes, result in a carbon negative carpet tile. The finished product combines durability, industry-leading design, and a negative carbon footprint that ultimately benefits the planet and shows that the pursuits of great design and sustainability are inseparable.

First, we added new bio-based materials and more recycled content to our backings. Then, we measured how these materials influence the carbon footprint. These new materials, measured on a stand-alone basis, are net carbon negative – reducing our carbon footprint and resulting in carbon negative backings.

Learn more about carbon negative backings at www.interface.com/backings
ANOTHER STEPPING STONE ON OUR JOURNEY.

We’re constantly working to improve our products’ quality and lessen their environmental impact. Increasing the number of products having CQuest™BioX backing available demonstrates we are continuing our journey.

1994
Our founder Ray C. Anderson had a “spear in the chest” moment that kicks off our company’s sustainability journey.

1995
Our Sonder Ray C. Anderson had a “spear in the chest” moment that kicks off our company’s sustainability journey.

1996
Delivered our first sustainability results through the EcoMetrics™ program. Partnered with yarn suppliers to develop recycled nylon, which ultimately is the most significant way to lower the carbon footprint of our products.

1997
Our global sales meeting becomes a sustainability takeover and a moment to commit to sustainability goals, including reducing carbon emissions across the business.

2000
Our founder Ray C. Anderson had a “spear in the chest” moment that kicks off our company’s sustainability journey.

2001
We established our first-backing system, GlasBac™RE, which included up to 81% total recycled content and served as the initial basis to help us achieve carbon-negative backings.

2006
Unveiled TaC Tiles®, our first glue-free modular flooring installation method, allowing for more flexible and easy installation.

2010
Used 100% recycled content nylon in a product for the first time, which resulted in lower carbon footprint and easier installation.

2012
Launched Net-Works™, a program that collects discarded fishing nets for recycling into new yarn, in partnership with the Zoological Society of London. The program brings recycled content into our supply chain in a way that also contributes to ocean health.

2016
Launched Climate Take Back™, our sustainability program that aims to reverse global warming.

2017
Announced the Proof Positive tile, the first Random design approach resulting in less installation cost, waste, and easier maintenance.

2018
Co-founded materialsCAN (Carbon Action Network) to address embodied carbon.

2019
Celebrated Mission Zero™ achievement, including 100% reduction in the global average cradle-to-gate carbon footprint of our carpet since its baseline year of 1996. Additionally, 2018 emissions at carpet manufacturing sites are over 50% less intensive and 44% in absolute terms since 1996.

2021
Launched a new range of carbon-negative wall coverings and our first ever carbon-negative carpet tiles as part of the Embodied Beauty™ collection.

2023
Expanded Carbon Negative product offer for EMEA.

LESS CARBON IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
MORE BEAUTY ON THE FLOOR.
38 CARBON NEGATIVE PRODUCTS

All 38 products are carbon negative with CQuest™BioX backing (cradle-to-gate). Products marked (standard, products marked (option). This will be subject to a minimum order quantity.

Scan the QR code to see the entire colour range.
CONNECTED ETHOS
CQuest™BioX backing as an option

PRODUCT CE200 COLOUR SUSTAIN INSTALLED NON DIRECTIONAL
PRODUCT CE100 COLOUR SUSTAIN INSTALLED DESIGN BY TILE

PRODUCT CE200 COLOUR CREATE/SUSTAIN INSTALLED DESIGN BY TILE
DARNING
CQuest™BioX backing as an option

COLOUR
SILVER
PRODUCT
DARNING
ALMOND
INSTALLED
ASHLAR

PRODUCT DARNING COLOUR SILVER INSTALLED ASHLAR
DECIBEL
CQuest™ BioX backing as an option
DOLOMITE
CQuest®BioX backing as an option
EMBODIED BEAUTY - TOKYO TEXTURE

CQuest™BioX backing as standard.
EMBODIED BEAUTY - ZEN STITCH

CQuest™BioX backing as standard

PRODUCT: ZEN STITCH
COLOUR: COAL
INSTALLED AS: LINE
PRODUCT: ZEN STITCH
COLOUR: ASH
INSTALLED AS: HERRINGBONE

PRODUCT: ZEN STITCH
COLOUR: ASH
INSTALLED AS: ASHLAR
EQUILIBRIUM
CQuest™Blok backing as an option

PRODUCT
EQUILIBRIUM
COLOURS
PERSISTENCE & MOBILITY
INSTALLED
MONOLITHIC
FLASH LINE
CQuest™BioX backing as standard

PRODUCT FLASH LINE COLOURS TERRACOTTA, FLUSH & GREY FLASH INSTALLED AS FLUSH

PRODUCT FLASH LINE COLOUR OLIVE FLASH INSTALLED HERRINGBONE

PRODUCT FLASH LINE COLOUR CLEAR FLUSH INSTALLED HERRINGBONE
HAPTIC
CQuest®BioX backing as an option
HEUGA 725
CQuest™BioX backing as an option

PRODUCT HEUGA 725  COLOURS  PLATIN & TURQUOISE  INSTALLED  MONOLITHIC

PRODUCT HEUGA 725  COLOUR  OYSTER  INSTALLED  MONOLITHIC
CO2

PRODUCT
FLAGSTONE
COLOURS
FLINT & ONYX
INSTALLED
NON DIRECTIONAL

CO2

PRODUCT
FLAGSTONE
COLOURS
GRANITE & ONYX
INSTALLED
NON DIRECTIONAL

HUMAN CONNECTIONS - FLAGSTONE

CQuest™BioX backing as an option
HUMAN CONNECTIONS - KERBSTONE

CQuest™BioX backing as an option.
HUMAN CONNECTIONS - PAVER

CGood™BioX backing as an option
HUMAN NATURE - HN820

CQuest™ BioX backing as an option
CO2

CARPET PRODUCT
HYDROPOLIS
COLOUR COBALT
INSTALLED NON DIRECTIONAL

LVT PRODUCT
LEVEL SET NATURAL WOODGRAINS
COLOUR SAND DUNE
INSTALLED ASHLAR

CQuest™ BioX backing as an option

HYDROPOLIS
COLOUR COBALT
INSTALLED NON DIRECTIONAL
MONOCHROME

CQuest®BioX backing as an option

CARPET PRODUCT: MONOCHROME
COLOURS: PEACOCK, CARBON & CREAM
INSTALLED: MONOLITHIC

LVT PRODUCT: LEVEL SET TEXTURED WOODGRAINS
COLOUR: RUSTIC BIRCH
INSTALLED: ASHLAR

46
NEAR & FAR - NF400

CO2™BioX backing as an option
ON LINE & OFF LINE

CO2et™BioX backing as an option
OPEN AIR 401 & 402
CQuest™BioX backing as an option
OPEN AIR 403, TRANSITIONS & ACCENTS
CQuest™BioX backing as an option

PRODUCT: OPEN AIR 403
COLOURS: IRON & FLANNEL
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

PRODUCT: OPEN AIR 403 TRANSITIONS
COLOUR: COBALT
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

PRODUCT: OPEN AIR 403 ACCENT
COLOUR: COBALT
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

PRODUCT: OPEN AIR 403
COLOUR: NICKEL
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

PRODUCT: OPEN AIR 403
COLOURS: IRON & FLANNEL
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL
OPEN AIR 404, TRANSITIONS & ACCENTS
CQuest™BioX backing as an option

PRODUCT
OPEN AIR 404
COLOUR
NICKEL/CLEMENTINE
INSTALLED NON DIRECTIONAL
OPEN AIR 405

CQuest™BioX backing as an option

CARPET PRODUCT
OPEN AIR 405
COLOUR: LINEN
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

LVT PRODUCT
LEVEL SET TEXTURED STONES
COLOUR: LIGHT CONCRETE
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL
RECREATION

CQuest™BioX backing as an option
TOUCH OF TIMBER
CQuest™BioX backing as an option

PRODUCT: TOUCH OF TIMBER
COLOUR: BLUE SPRUCE
INSTALLED: HERRINGBONE
PRODUCT WW860  COLOUR FLANNEL TWEED  INSTALLED ASHLAR

PRODUCT WW865  COLOUR LOCH WARP  INSTALLED ASHLAR

WORLD WOVEN - WW860
CQuest™BioX backing as an option
WORLD WOVEN - WW865

CQuest™BioX backing as an option

PRODUCT: WORLD WOVEN
COLOUR: AUTUMN WARP
INSTALLED AS: ASHLAR

PRODUCT: WORLD WOVEN
COLOUR: HEATHER WARP
INSTALLED AS: ASHLAR
WORLD WOVEN - WW870
CQuest™ BioX backing as an option
WORLD WOVEN - WW880

CQuest™BioX backing as an option
PRODUCT WG100 COLOURS TERRACOTTA & STONE INSTALLED MONOLITHIC DESIGN BY TILE

PRODUCT WG200 COLOURS TERRACOTTA & STONE INSTALLED MONOLITHIC DESIGN BY TILE

WOVEN GRADIENCE CQuest® BioX backing as an option